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Who Will Be There For My Child When I Am Gone? 
By Michele Westmaas, Central/Southern Regional Organizer 

Illinois Association of Microboards and Cooperatives 

 
As my daughter gains in years, I gain in fears.  How can I manage to live a full life for myself and 
orchestrate a full, vibrant, inclusive life for her?  Can I meet her needs into adulthood when the 
supports of special education end?  Can her one sibling carry on when her father and I are 
gone?  Before that, could he pick up the pieces even temporarily if we were drawn away by our 
own crisis (health, job loss, etc.)?  With all of our extended family living hours away, would the 
local friends who have become like family continue to be in her life if we were gone? 
 
To ease these fears and enhance all of our lives, we’ve begun the process of creating a 
Microboard.  A Microboard, you say?  Some kind of communication device can help with all 
those questions?  No!  Of course, not!  A Microboard is a small non-profit organization 
managed by a mini (micro) board of directors.  Get it:   “micro…board…”   Essentially, a 
Microboard is an organized group of family and friends who come together in a structured way 
with one mission:  Enhance the life of a specific person with a disability (the focus person).   The 
focus person often serves on their own board of directors, even serving as president!   
 
If you’ve heard of a Circle of Support, then you understand the concept in general.  A 
Microboard, however, is incorporated with bylaws.  This gives endurance and fidelity to the 
organization.  A Circle of Support can slowly fade as people are drawn away by the business of 
their own lives, as meetings happen less and less frequently, etc.  A Microboard’s bylaws, 
however, establish regular meetings and provide a procedure for replacing board members as 
necessary.  The people serving on the board will change over time and the function of the 
board will change as the needs of the focus person change, but the board as an organization 
will exist and continue to support the person. 
 
This is great news for me, my husband, and my son.  When we are gone, my son will not be 
alone in watching out for his sister.  He’ll be one part of an established group of loving family 
and friends who are there to share in his sister’s life.  Contrast that with the prospect of 
suddenly being faced with managing whatever is involved in supporting her adult life after 
losing his last parent and in the midst of whatever his own life holds at that moment.  I know 
which option I’d rather leave for him. 
 
And, of course, it’s a winning situation for my daughter.  Imagine depending on your parents as 
your only source of support (from financial advice to cooking advice to social support, etc.) or 
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having a dynamic group of caring people each bringing their gifts and talents to share in your 
life.  The latter is much more like the adult life my son will know.  He’ll move on one day to his 
own place with his own friends and colleagues to whom he’ll turn for matters tiny to huge.  
Already, he usually chooses not to turn to his parents if at all possible!  He’s an adult, after all!   
 
My daughter’s disabilities make it more difficult for her to naturally establish the same array of 
friends and colleagues.  Her disabilities also create some unnaturally challenging circumstances 
as she moves toward independence.  A Microboard purposefully fills the gaps and overcomes 
the obstacles brought on by her disabilities.  The Microboard can allow her to have the same 
rich array of supportive friends on which to rely so that she can gain independence from her 
parents – just like her brother and her friends. 
 
 


